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Over the past decade, researchers
have come to rely almost exclu-
sively on computers to generate,

archive, share, and publish their studies.
As a result, scientists can share data and
ideas in near-real time, drawing on data
archives that are equally accessible in
Peshawar and Philadelphia. Graph paper
and Leroy lettering sets, once necessities
for scientific publishing, have given way
to desktop publishing software and inte-
grated packages that not only run the lab
instruments, but perform the data workup
and create publication-quality graphics
as well. One of the last remaining barriers
to a fully integrated silicon-based commu-
nity is the challenge of integrating the
bewildering array of symbols, complex
mathematical expressions, units of meas-
urement, and chemical structures into a
system that is as universally accessible as
plain text. But this barrier is under attack
on several fronts, and it’s starting to crack.

Capturing the Data
In 2000, the Thermodynamics Research
Center (TRC, http://trc.nist.gov) at the U.S.
National Institute of Standards and Tech-
nology (NIST) began constructing a system
for “capturing from the world’s literature
essentially all experimental data available
for thermophysical and thermochemical
properties of organic chemical compounds”
(1). A central repository, the SOURCE
data system, was established, and it current-
ly contains more than a million numeri-
cal values for approximately 17,000 pure
compounds, 10,000 binary and ternary
mixtures, and 4000 reaction systems.
Combining an electronic database with
expert system software is a potential means
of generating a desired set of property
values on demand, solving the problem
of printed data compilations that are obso-
lete by the time they are published.

TRC Data Entry Facility staffers, along
with collaborators who work on special
focused projects, evaluate incoming data

for consistency and completeness before
entering the data into SOURCE. Recently,
this effort was extended to include authors
submitting manuscripts to peer-reviewed
journals (2). Because journal authors submit
material in a variety of formats, some means

of standardizing and checking data had
to be established. 

Guided Data Capture (GDC), a program
written in Microsoft Visual Basic, is now
freely available for downloading from the
TRC. Authors use this program to extract,
review, and edit relevant data before
submitting them to TRC. GDC is designed
to accommodate users at several levels of
experience, incorporating validation proce-
dures such as data definitions and range
checks and helping users assess uncer-
tainties to ensure consistency. Michael
Frenkel, director of the TRC, explains that
because GDC allows authors to generate
their own data files, “we really are creat-
ing a bridge between data producers and
data users.” Authors of six manuscripts in
the January 2003 issue of the Journal of
Chemical & Engineering Data (http://pubs.
acs.org/journals/jceaax/index.html) submit-

ted their data using GDC as a test run,
and as of mid-April, says Frenkel, “hundreds
of authors of original publications are imme-
diately involved in this data delivery
process.” Kenneth Marsh, the editor of the
journal, announced that authors submit-
ting manuscripts to subsequent issues will
be expected to use GDC for their data
submittals (2). 

Organizing the Data 
The TRC is also developing a system for
standardizing stored thermochemical data
in cooperation with J. Chem. Eng. Data (3).
ThermoML, an application of XML (exten-
sible markup language) technology, is being
developed as a standardized, platform-inde-
pendent data format. Several such formats
are currently available for posting and
retrieving information using browsers and
similar display programs. Of these, XML is
best suited to represent scientific infor-
mation, but the scientific, engineering, and
software communities are still establish-
ing uniform standards for using XML. Thus
far, ThermoML covers more than 120 exper-
imentally determined thermodynamic and
transport properties for pure compounds,
mixtures, and chemical reactions. 

Authors submitting manuscripts to
participating journals can run the GDC
program after their manuscripts pass peer
review (1). The GDC software guides the
extraction of relevant data and creates an
electronic text file, which is then checked
for consistency at the TRC before conver-
sion to ThermoML. When the manuscript
is released for publication, the ThermoML
files are posted on the TRC website, which
offers unrestricted public access. Sample
data files and other supporting informa-
tion are available by following the Thermo-
ML link on the TRC homepage. 

The recently developed ThermoML Version
2.0 includes various measures of data uncer-
tainty (4). According to Frenkel, future
versions of ThermoML will cover critically
evaluated and predicted values in addition
to the experimental values currently stored.

Many of the developmental challenges
have been on the human side of the equa-
tion. Reaching consensus among all the
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industrial and academic user groups was
“very challenging,” says Frenkel. Howev-
er, the technical aspects are not trivial.
The sheer scope of collecting and storing
data on more than 120 physical properties
for pure compounds, mixtures, and chem-
ical reactions, plus the emphasis on adding
data quality control features, added to the
complexity of the task. 

MathML (www.w3.org/Math), another
application of XML, was developed specif-

ically to render mathematical expressions
for electronic display. Several software
vendors now offer applets and plug-ins that
can render MathML within a Web browser
window, but eventually, MathML will be an
integral part of the browser software. The
“last call” working draft of MathML 2.0,
second edition, was posted on April 11,
and user comments were due by May 9.

The Chemical Markup Language (CML,
www.xml-cml.org), which represents mole-

cules, atoms, bonds, and their computed
properties, was first formally published in
1999. CML supports chemical reactions, but
does not specifically support physico-
chemical data. CML, however, does allow
numerical quantities to be associated with
specific atoms, molecules, and bonds.
(For more information, see Computing and
Chemistry, Today’s Chemist at Work, Octo-
ber 2002, p 17.) Although several organ-
izations have adopted CML for their publi-
cations and databases, it has not yet
been through the same type of ratification
process as ThermoML and MathML. ACS has
not yet formally endorsed this product,
according to Ralph Youngen, assistant direc-
tor of advanced technology development
at ACS Publications, though they are track-
ing CML’s progress.

Publishing the Data
The menagerie of special characters and
symbols common in the scientific litera-
ture has often required authors to cobble
characters from many different font sets
together in the same manuscript. An
online reader who does not have the same
set of fonts will often download a page
of “garbage characters” or “missing symbol”
white rectangles. In the print media,
avoiding the “ransom note” appearance,
where special characters have different
sizes, styles, and positionings, is a constant
challenge. 

Science publishers sometimes work
around this problem by posting online
publications as PDF documents. These docu-
ments preserve the appearance of the orig-
inal print version, but searching and
linking are difficult. HTML documents often
include equations and other symbol-rich
material as graphic elements. Again, the
original appearance is preserved, but the
ability to search and link is lost, and the
graphics files are significantly larger and
slower to load than text-only files.

In June 2002, a group of six scientific
publishers (including ACS), convening under
the name STI Pub, formally announced the
Scientific and Technical Information
Exchange (STIX) fonts project, an effort to
create a single comprehensive set of fonts
comprising nearly 8000 basic shapes, or
glyphs (www.stixfonts.org). These glyphs
form sets of characters, organized into
subsets for easy access. Users can create
entire documents exclusively in STIX fonts,
which will include the English alphabet,
numbers, and other common characters.
STIX characters will have a similar appear-
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ance to Times New Roman, and they will
be compatible with Unicode, the univer-
sal character encoding scheme for written
characters and text, and the native
language of XML (www.unicode.org).

STI Pub has contracted with an expe-
rienced font development company to
produce the character sets, which will then
be evaluated by a technical review commit-
tee comprising representatives of the six
publishers. A small subset of characters is
now being created for “very early alpha
testing,” says Youngen. The members of
STI Pub are in the process of defining appli-
cations where these fonts can be best incor-
porated, and they plan to approach soft-
ware vendors directly at a later stage of
the project. The font set is scheduled for
completion in early 2004, when it will be
provided under a royalty-free license to
anyone who wishes to use it. Authors
submitting manuscripts to ACS publica-
tions will be encouraged to use STIX fonts,
but this will not be mandatory, says Youn-
gen. The ease of use should be enough of
an incentive that users will adopt this stan-
dard voluntarily, he says. 

Initially, the goal is to produce font sets
that will work with current versions of
Windows, Mac OS, and most versions of
Unix, including Linux. Any application that
supports PostScript or OpenType fonts and
Unicode character representations will be
able to use most of the STIX characters.
Applications, including MathML, that can
render complex mathematical expressions
will fully support the STIX fonts. Users will
be able to choose STIX as their “webpage
font” using a menu on their browser. Even-
tually, a user will be able to call up a
webpage, and the browser program will
access the STIX fonts installed on the user’s
computer. MathML will “teach” the brows-
er how to arrange the characters in the
mathematical expressions.

“It’s taken 6 years to finish the first
80% of the project,” says Youngen. The
amount of detail that goes into designing
the fonts, setting up the encodings and
arrangements, and evaluating the prod-
uct “is much more onerous than we
thought,” he continues. Reaching consen-
sus, however, has not been difficult because,
Youngen says, “from the start, everybody

had the same vision.” The roster of partic-
ipants has remained remarkably stable over
the years, and the effort has been highly
collaborative. “Everybody is pretty much
on the same track,” says Youngen. 

Software tools for data capture, evalu-
ation, and standardization are already here.
Markup languages for storing and tagging
the data are ramping up, and an integrated
set of fonts for presenting scientific and
mathematical concepts is just over the hori-
zon. That sound you hear is the data barri-
er starting to crack.
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